Enero 2010

Rules

Agricultural Marketing
Vegetable Import Regulations: Modification of Potato Import Regulations; Correction , [TEXT]

Energy

Energy Conservation Program: Certification, Compliance, and Enforcement Requirements for Certain Consumer Products and Commercial and Industrial Equipment , [TEXT]

Energy Conservation Program: Test Procedures for Walk-In Coolers and Walk-In Freezers , [TEXT]

Federal Railroad
Passenger Equipment Safety Standards: Front End Strength of Cab Cars and Multiple-Unit Locomotives [TEXT]

Environmental Protection
Exemption from the Requirement of a Tolerance:
Choline chloride , [TEXT] [PDF]
Dibenzylidene Sorbitol , [TEXT]

Extension of Tolerances for Emergency Exemptions (Multiple Chemicals) , [TEXT]

Revisions to Notification Regulations: TSCA Section 5 Premanufacture and Significant New Use Notification Electronic Reporting , [TEXT]


National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants: Area Source Standards for Prepared Feeds Manufacturing , [TEXT]

Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
Hazardous Materials: Revision to Requirements for the Transportation of Batteries and Battery-Powered Devices, etc.; Correction , [TEXT]

Proposed Rules

Agricultural Marketing
National Organic Program: Proposed Amendments to the National List of Allowed and Prohibited Substances (Crops) , [TEXT]

Environmental Protection
Public Hearings for Reconsideration of the 2008 National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Ozone , [TEXT]

Proposed Significant New Use Rules on Certain Chemical Substances; Reopening of Comment Period , [TEXT]

Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Hazardous Materials: Transportation of Lithium Batteries , [TEXT]

Environmental Protection
Identification of Additional Classes of Facilities for Development of Financial Responsibility Requirements under CERCLA Section 108(b) , [TEXT]

Pesticide Tolerance Crop Grouping Program II: Revision to General Tolerance Regulations , [TEXT]